
Data Integrity
The advanced inventory system will organize the volume of inventory being refreshed  
and returned throughout the year. This will help Davis Vision ensure that you have the 
most complete and updated collection of 222 frames.  

• The implemented system will provide an accurate electronic scanned perpetual  
inventory through either annual refreshes or physical inventory counts completed  
by a third party supply chain inventory service. 

• Inventory count sheets will be left on site for the physical inventory or display frame 
refresh events to ensure product accuracy that will be offered to your patients. 

All Davis Vision members should experience the complete 222 frame collection when  
visiting a provider’s office. A benefit to our membership and providers is the added 
feature of replacing any missing product on the Exclusive Collection.  

• Should you need to return any of your 222 frames simply visit  
www.davisvision.com/Providers and click Provider Inventory Return Policy.* 
*please note your return is not processed until you recieve an return authorization number (RAN).

• To replace a damaged or missing display frame simply visit  
www.davisvision.com/Providers and click Exclusive Collection Frame Replacement.
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Product Dependability

Davis Vision invested significant capital and development hours so 
we can better serve you by improving our inventory management system. 
We want our providers to be confident knowing that all Davis Vision 
Exclusive Collections will be receiving the annual attention it requires 
through our Refreshes and/or Physical Inventory events.  
 
Over the past year a dedicated team has been working diligently to 
develop an effective and efficient inventory management and distribution 
system for our Exclusive Collection - we are happy to announce that this 
system will go live May 2013.

What is the Inventory System and How 
Does It Help Me?
System Benefits
The Davis Vision Exclusive Collection inventory management and distribution system 
provides us with numerous benefits and features associated with provider inventory.  
Our Inventory system will provide improved data integrity which will be the foundation 
for additional strategic initiatives in the future.


